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Business. Roundtable. (BRT). is. an. association. of. chief. executive. officers. of. leading. U.S..
companies.with.$7.4.trillion. in.annual.revenues.and.more.than.16.million.employees..BRT.
member.companies.comprise.more.than.a.third.of.the.total.value.of.the.U.S..stock.market.
and.invest.$158.billion.annually.in.research.and.development.—.equal.to.62.percent.of.U.S..
private.R&D.spending..

Our.companies.pay.more.than.$200.billion.in.dividends.to.shareholders.and.generate.more.
than.$540.billion. in. sales. for.small. and.mediumZsized.businesses.annually..BRT.companies.
give.more.than.$9.billion.a.year.in.combined.charitable.contributions..

Please. visit. us. at.www.brt.org,. check. us. out. on. Facebook. and. LinkedIn,. and. follow. us. on.
Twitter..
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.

Copyright.©.2013.by.Business.Roundtable.
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 Introduction!I.

Large. companies. form. the. bedrock. of. the. modern. U.S.. economy.. . By. efficiently. combining.
ideas,. labor,. capital,. materials,. marketing,. and. management,. large. U.S.. companies. deliver.
innovative.products. and. services. for. their. customers.. . In.doing. so,. they.also. create. value. for.
their. employees,. their. suppliers,. their. shareholders,. their. communities,. and. society. at. large...
Collectively.they.employ.millions.of.U.S..workers,.purchase.billions.of.dollars.per.year.of.goods.
and. services. from.smaller.U.S..businesses,. return.billions.of.dollars. in.dividends.each.year. to.
U.S.. shareholders,. invest. billions. of. dollars. per. year. in. local. U.S.. communities,. and. pay. the.
majority.of.U.S..business.taxes..

To.create. this.value.at.home,. large.U.S..companies.must. remain.continually.engaged.abroad...
They.vie.with. firms. in.other.nations. for. talent,. capital,. supplies,. and.market. share.on.a.daily.
basis;. they.manage. complex.global. supply. chains. to. create.products.and. services. that. satisfy.
customers’. needs;. and. they. coordinate. operations. to. efficiently. deliver. these. products. and.
services.to.customers.around.the.world..

To. compete. in. this. global.marketplace,.U.S.. companies. rely.on.an.array.of. financial.products.
and.services,. including.cash.management.services,.foreign.exchange.services,. large.loans,.and.
debt.and.equity.offerings...These.financial.products.and.services.provide.critical.infrastructure.
for.modern.multinational. companies.—.essential. tools. that. facilitate.key.business.operations.
(e.g.,. investing. in.research.activities,.purchasing.equipment.and.software,.building.new.plants.
and.buildings,.and.processing.sales.transactions)....

Large.U.S..banks.are.often.uniquely.positioned.to.deliver.this.critical.infrastructure...They.have.
the.scale.needed.to.meet.the.financial.needs.of.U.S..companies.of.all.sizes...They.also.maintain.
operations. in.markets.around. the.world,.providing.globally.engaged.U.S.. companies.with. the.
truly. global. reach. needed. to. quickly. expand. into. new.markets.. . Finally,. they. offer. a. diverse.
portfolio.of.products.and.services,.providing.U.S..companies.with.a.convenient.“oneZstopZshop”.
for. their. financial.needs.. .As.a.result,. large.U.S..banks. frequently.serve.as.trusted.partners.to.
globally. engaged. U.S.. companies,. helping. them. grow,. sustaining. their. competitiveness,. and.
providing.economic.benefits,.both.at.home.and.abroad..

This. paper. examines. the. value. that. globally. engaged. U.S.. companies. create. for. the. U.S..
economy.and.the.extent.to.which.they.rely.on. large.U.S..banks.to.meet.their.financial.needs...
The.analysis.relies.on.fresh.quantitative.and.qualitative.evidence,.including:..

• A. recent. analysis. by. PricewaterhouseCoopers. regarding. the. contributions. of. globally.
engaged.U.S..companies.to.the.U.S..economy;..
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• A. new. survey. of. Business. Roundtable. CEOs. regarding. their. companies’. use. of. financial.
products.and.services;.and..

• A.collection.of.realZworld.examples.provided.by.Business.Roundtable.companies.describing.
how. they. have. used. products. and. services. provided. by. large.U.S.. banks. in. order. to. help.
them.better.compete.in.the.global.marketplace....

Based.on.this.data.and.information,.Business.Roundtable.CEOs.find.that:.

(1) Globally.engaged.U.S..companies.are.critical.to.the.U.S..economy,.generating.54.percent.of.
private.sector.gross.domestic.product.(GDP).and.supporting.71.2.million.jobs..

(2) Globally. engaged.U.S.. companies. use.U.S.. banks. of. all. sizes,. but. they. rely. particularly. on.
large.U.S..banks.to.facilitate.their.global.operations..

(3) Large. U.S.. banks. are. likely. to. become. increasingly. important. to. the. success. of. globally.
engaged.U.S..companies.in.the.future..

!

 Economic!&!Policy!Context!II.

Five.years.after.the.onset.of.the.financial.crisis.in.the.fall.of.2008,.the.effective.regulation.of.the.
U.S..banking. system. remains.a. source.of. intense.debate.. . The. financial. crisis.had. several. key.
causes.which.proved.mutually.reinforcing.and.ultimately.unmanageable,.including.the.failure.of.
some.banks.to.accurately.assess.the.risks.associated.with.certain.assets.(e.g.,.mortgage.backed.
securities).. .Many. financial. institutions.had.amassed. these. troubled.assets. in. large.quantities.
and.suffered.heavy.losses.when.their.value.declined.sharply...These.widespread.losses.created.
a. wave. of. instability. in. which. several. major. financial. institutions. were. acquired. at. fire. sale.
prices,.forced.into.bankruptcy,.or.taken.over.by.the.government...These.events.had.a.profound.
impact.on.virtually.all.aspects.of.the.U.S.economy.—.credit.markets.froze,.the.unemployment.
rate.reached.10.percent,.and.GDP.contracted.peakZtoZtrough.by.4.3.percent.1.

Business!Roundtable:!!A!Unique!Perspective!on!Large!U.S.!Banks!

As.an.association.of.chief.executive.officers.of.212.leading.U.S..companies.with.$7.4.trillion.
in. annual. revenues. and. more. than. 16. million. employees,. Business. Roundtable. offers. a.
unique.perspective.regarding.the.value.that. large.U.S..banks.provide.globally.engaged.U.S..
companies.. . The. vast.majority. of.Business. Roundtable. companies. operate. throughout. the.
United. States. and. in.markets. around. the.world.. . They. not. only. have. a. strong. interest. in.
sustaining. a. vibrant. U.S.. economy. and. wellZfunctioning. financial. system,. but. they. are.
important.endZusers.of.the.financial.products.and.services.provided.by.U.S..banks.of.all.sizes...

.
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The.U.S.. financial. sector.has.made. substantial.progress. in. recovering. from. the. financial. crisis.
and.recession...Most.measures.of.credit.now.match.or.exceed.their.preZcrisis.levels.(e.g.,.bond.
issuance,.commercial.and.industrial.loans),.equity.markets.have.set.new.records,.and.bad.loan.
chargeZoff.rates.are.back.to.their.preZcrisis. levels.2. .Moreover,.all.but.one.of.the.country’s.18.
largest. financial. institutions. passed. the. Federal. Reserve’s.March. 2013. stress. tests,. indicating.
that.these.banks.have.improved.their.ability.to.withstand.another.series.of.extremely.adverse.
economic.events.3. .Despite.this.progress,.however,.overall.economic.growth.remains.modest,.
unemployment. remains. stubbornly. high,. and. many. elements. of. the. damage. caused. by. the.
financial.crisis.continue.to.linger...A.critical.part.of.the.solution.to.subZoptimal.economic.growth.
is.for.the.U.S..business.sector.to.grow.more.rapidly.and.help.the.overall.economy.expand..

With.the.worst.effects.of.the.crisis.behind.us,.policymakers.are.focused.on.enacting.measures.
to. improve. the. resiliency. of. the. U.S.. financial. system.. . All. stakeholders,. including. the. U.S..
business. community,. have. a. strong. interest. in. ensuring. that. the. recent. financial. crisis. is. not.
repeated,. and. smart. financial. regulation. is. critical. to. that. endeavor.. . Growth. demands.
innovation,. and. innovation. entails. risk.. . Regulation. cannot. completely. wring. risk. from. the.
system.—. at. least,. not. without. a. high. cost.. . Smart. regulation. can,. however,. provide. for. a.
financial. system. that. assists. households. and. businesses. with. managing. the. risks. that. they.
choose. to. assume. and,. perhaps. most. importantly,. ensure. that. private. actors. (not. public.
taxpayers).bear.the.consequences.of.their.decisions..

The.U.S..business.sector.agrees.that.steps.should.be.taken.to.ensure.that.recent.events.are.not.
repeated.. . The.DoddZFrank.Wall. Street.Reform.and.Consumer.Protection.Act.of. 2010. (DoddZ
Frank). established. a. number. of. new. rules. intended. to. safeguard. the. financial. system,. and.
regulators.are.continuing.to.finalize.additional.rules...In.addition,.there.are.ongoing.discussions.
about. the. implementation. of. stricter. capital. requirements. for. banks. through. the. Basel. III.
banking.reforms....

These.regulatory.decisions.are.complex.and.require.that.policymakers.and.regulators.strike.the.
proper.balance.among.multiple.considerations,.including.institutional.safety,.credit.supply,.and.
risk.tolerance.. .Business.Roundtable.recognizes.that.discussions.regarding.the.proper.amount.
and. type. of. regulation. for. the. financial. system. are. needed. and. should. continue,. with. the.
ultimate.goal.of. achieving.a. regulatory. framework. that.provides. sufficient. system.safeguards.
while. also. ensuring. that. U.S.. enterprises. remain. globally. competitive. and. that. the. financial.
needs.of.U.S..businesses.are.met.to.facilitate.job.creation.and.economic.growth....

The.issue.of.precisely.how.to.regulate.large.U.S..banks.to.achieve.these.objectives.is.a.complex.
topic. that. is. well. beyond. the. scope. of. this. paper.. . However,. an. accounting. of. how. globally.
engaged.U.S..companies.rely.on.these.banks’.products.and.services.may.be.useful.as.the.nation.
weighs.the.potential.benefits.and.costs.of.such.regulation..
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Figure'1:'Contributions'of'Globally'Engaged'Companies'to'U.S.'Economy,'2011

Indicator Direct
Contribution*

Indirect
Contribution** Total2Contribution Contribution2as2a2%2of2U.S.2

Private2Sector

Jobs 22,892,900 48,314,300 71,207,200 48%

Payroll $1.7'Trillion $2.5'Trillion $4.1'Trillion 54%

ValueLAdded $3.0'Trillion $4.0'Trillion $6.9'Trillion 54%

*The%direct%contribution%consists%of%employment,%payroll,%and%production%of%globally%engaged%U.S.%companies%in%the%United%States.

**The%indirect%contribution%consists%of%employment,%payroll,%and%production%supported%by%globally%engaged%U.S.%companies%through their%
purchases%of%intermediate%inputs%and%capital%goods,%the%consumption%spending%of%the%people%they%employ%directly%or%indirectly,%and%the%
consumption%spending%associated%with%the%dividends%they%pay.

 The!Importance!of!Globally!Engaged!Companies!to!the!U.S.!Economy!III.

The.global.success.of.U.S..companies.has.been.a.hallmark.of.the.U.S..economy.in.the.postwar.
era...While.most.countries.have.a.handful.of.globally.competitive.businesses.in.a.few.industrial.
sectors,. American. businesses. excel. across. the. entire. spectrum. of. economic. activity.—. from.
energy. and. chemicals,. to.machinery. and. equipment,. to. communications. and. networking,. to.
healthcare.and.professional.services...America’s.business.success.is.highlighted.by.the.fact.that.
U.S.. companies. are. responsible. for. more. than. a. third. of. the. market. capitalization. of. all.
businesses.in.the.world.4.

According. to. a. recent. analysis. by. PriceWaterhouseCoopers,. these. globally. engaged. U.S..
companies. —. that. is,. companies. that. regularly. participate. in. global. commerce. through.
international. trade. or. investment. —. make. substantial. contributions. to. the. U.S.. economy...
Specifically,. the. analysis. found. that. approximately. 2,300. globally. engaged. U.S.. companies.
contributed.more.than.$6.9.trillion.to.the.U.S..economy.in.2011,.or.roughly.54.percent.of.U.S..
private. sector.GDP.5. . This. sum. includes. both. direct. contributions. (e.g.,. employment,. payroll,.
production,. and. capital. expenditures). and. indirect. contributions. (e.g.,. purchase. of. raw.
materials,. intermediate. products,. professional. services,. and. other. inputs. from. other. local.
businesses,.including.smallZ.and.mediumZsized.businesses)....

Globally. engaged. companies. are. also. a. critical. source. of. U.S.. job. creation.. . In. 2011,. these.
businesses. directly. or. indirectly. supported. 71.2.million. jobs. throughout. the. nation,. including.
43.9.million.jobs.in.the.services.sector,.16.2.million.jobs.in.the.trade.and.transportation.sector,.
and.7.4.million.jobs.in.the.manufacturing.sector.6..These.jobs,.which.account.for.48.percent.of.
all.U.S..private.sector.employment,.provide.a.critical.source.of.income.for.workers.in.state.and.
local.communities.in.2011.7..In.turn,.such.employee.compensation.boosts.consumer.spending.
and.drives.additional.economic.activity.throughout.the.United.States..
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Yes;%126

Yes;%101

No;%2
No;%12

Use$for$U.S.
Operations

Use$for$Overseas
Operations

(98%)

Does%your%company%use%large%U.S.3based%banks%that%have%a%global%presence%and%operate%in%
key%markets%around%the%world?

Figure$2:$Number$of$BRT$Member$Companies$that$Use$
Large$U.S.$Banks$for$Domestic$&$Overseas$Operations

Responses:$n$=$128$(U.S.$Operations);$n$=$113$(Overseas$Operations)

(89%)

Given. current. demographic. and. economic. trends,. the. importance. of. global. markets. to. the.
success.and.profitability.of.U.S..businesses.is.greater.today.than.ever.before...As.a.result,. it. is.
critical. that. these.businesses.have.access. to.key. financial.products.and.services. that. improve.
their. competitiveness. in. these. markets.. . Large. U.S.. banks,. which. have. operations. and.
connections.across. the.globe,.play.a.pivotal. role. in.meeting. this.need.and. facilitating.greater.
access.to.global.markets.for.their.clients..

IV.! The!Importance!of!Large!U.S.!Banks!to!Globally!Engaged!U.S.!Companies!

Access. to. worldZclass. financial. services. is. a. critical. requirement. for. the. success. of. globally.
engaged.companies...To.grow.and.remain.
internationally. competitive,. companies.
must. obtain. the. financial. resources.with.
which. to. fund. ongoing. operations. and.
investments. involved. with. expansion...
Globally. engaged. firms. operate. in.
multiple.locations.with.potentially.myriad.
currencies,. and. as. a. result. they. must.
obtain. financing. in. multiple. locations.
under. differing. economic. conditions. and.
legal. environments.. . Globally. engaged.
firms.likewise.need.a.range.of.supporting.
services,. including. expertise. about. local. laws. and. business. practices,. references. and.
introductions.to.local.business.partners,.and.expertise.on.how.best.to.navigate.local.regulatory.
and.administrative.regimes....

Large.companies.rely.on.U.S..banks.of.all.sizes.to.provide.these.worldZclass.services.in.order.to.
sustain. and. grow. their. businesses. and. to. thrive. in. the. global.marketplace.. . However,. some.
American. companies. do. business. in. nearly. 200. countries,. involving. global. supply. chains. and.
operations. across. several. continents.. . Large. firms. require. an. array. of. sophisticated. financial.
services.to.facilitate.their.global.business.activities.and.a.financial.infrastructure.that.is.capable.
of. supporting. commerce. around. the. world. —. offerings. that. smaller. banks. may. not. offer...
Indeed,.the.very.nature.of.these.globally.engaged.U.S..companies.may.predispose.them.to.rely.
on.large.financial.institutions.for.certain.services,.as.they.operate.on.a.similar.scale.and.scope..
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Important
44

(34%)
Somewhat2
Important

39
(30%)

Unimportant
27

(21%)

Very2Important
20

(15%)

Figure'3:''Importance'of'Access'to'a'“One7Stop'Shop”'for'
Domestic'&'International'Financial'Services'Needs

How$important$is$it$to$have$access$to$a$“one2stop$shop”$for$your$company’s$domestic$and$
international$financial$services$needs?$

Responses:'n'='130

0
(8%)

1
(11%)

2(
(10%)

3(or(more
(71%)

Figure'4:'Number'of'Large'U.S.'Bank'Financial'Products'&'
Services'Considered'“Essential”'by'BRT'Member'Companies

How$many$of$the$listed financial services$provided$by$large$U.S.:based$banks$that$have$a$
global$presence$are$“essential”$to$your$company’s$operations?$

Responses:'n'='119

To.shed.light.on.the.degree.to.which.its.members.rely.on.the.services.of.large,.globally.active.
U.S.. banks,. the. Business. Roundtable. conducted. a. survey. of. its. 212. CEOs. in. July. and. August.
2013,.with.nearly.70.percent. (148). completing. the. survey.. .Nearly.all.of. the. respondents. (98.

percent). reported. that. their. companies.
rely.on.large,.globally.active.U.S..banks.to.
provide. services. to. facilitate. domestic.
operations,. while. 89. percent. rely. on.
these.banks.for.their.foreign.operations....

Large.U.S..banks.offer.several.advantages.
that.lead.globally.engaged.American.firms.
to. rely. on. their. services.. . The. most.
important. is.that.these.banks.can.deliver.
the. financial. services. needed. by. globally.
engaged.companies.quickly,.at.scale,.and.

in.varied.locations...For.these.firms,.having.global.service.providers.is.a.necessity,.and.for.some.
firms.it.is.important.for.these.services.to.be.provided.by.a.single.entity...The.survey.illustrates.
this.point;.nearly.half.of.Business.Roundtable.CEOs.who.responded.to.the.survey.characterized.
as.“important”.or.“very.important”.the.ability.of.large.banks.to.serve.as.a.“oneZstop.shop”.for.
their.domestic.and.international.financial.needs...

Large.U.S..banks.provide.globally.engaged.companies.with. the.range.of.services.necessary. to.
conduct. business.. . A. sophisticated. suite.
of. financial. products. and. services. —.
including. debt. and. equity. offerings,.
foreign.exchange,.large.loans,.swaps.and.
derivatives,.and.trade.finance.—.is.widely.
used. by. Business. Roundtable. member.
companies...Approximately.70.percent.of.
CEOs. indicated. that. three. or. more. of.
these. products. and. services. are.
“essential”. to. their. companies’.
operations.. . As. shown. in. Figure. 5,. the.
products. and. services. that. large. U.S..
banks.provide.to.Business.Roundtable.member.companies.include:.

! !
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Cash!Management!.

Cash.management.is.a.broad.category.that.refers.to.the.collection,.handling,.and.usage.of.cash,.
including. money. market. funds,. treasury. bills,. and. certificates. of. deposit.. . Successful. cash.
management. allows. businesses. to. speed. up. collections,. control. payments,. and. manage.
transactions,.which. is. important. for.all. companies.and.can. represent.a.particularly. important.
service. for. companies. that. collect. funds. from. customers. around. the. world.. . Indeed,. in. the.
Business.Roundtable.survey,.65.percent.of.CEOs.reported.that.cash.management.services.from.
large. U.S.. banks. are. essential. to. their. companies’. operations,. and. an. additional. 23. percent.
indicated.that.such.services.were.useful.but.not.essential..

Foreign!Exchange.

The.foreign.exchange.market.is.a.global.network.of.financial. institutions.and.brokers.in.which.
companies,. banks,. governments,. and. individuals. buy. and. sell. foreign. currencies. aroundZtheZ
clock.. . Some. financial. institutions. allow. traders. to. swap. securities. electronically,. and. large.
banks.often.offer.other.electronic.services.such.as.research.and.analytics.to.advise.companies.
on. foreign. exchange. decisions.. . As. U.S.. companies. become. increasingly. reliant. on. global.
markets.to.supplement.their.domestic.activities,.access.to.foreign.exchange.markets.is.likely.to.
become.even.more. important.to.their.success.. . In.the.survey,.56.percent.of.responding.CEOs.
indicated. that. foreign. exchange. services. provided. by. large. U.S.. banks. are. essential. to. their.
companies’.operations,.and.an.additional.26.percent.reported.that.they.were.useful....

Increasing!Flexibility!in!Supplier!Relationships!

Procter!&! Gamble. (P&G). is. an. $84.billion. dollar. consumer. goods. company.with. sales. in. over. 180.
countries.and. territories.and.“onZtheZground”.operations. in.more. than.70.countries.. . In. its.dayZtoZ
day.operations,.P&G.relies.on.large.U.S..banks.for.a.variety.of.services,.including.cash.management,.
foreign. exchange,. and. other. capital. market. activities. all. around. the. globe.. . In. addition. to. these.
services,.P&G,.in.coordination.with.two.large.U.S..banks.and.one.international.bank,.will.implement.
a.new.global.Supply.Chain.Financing.program.in.late.2013...Through.this.program,.P&G.will.extend.its.
superior.credit.rating.with.these.banks.to.its.suppliers,.thereby.lowering,.in.most.cases,.its.suppliers’.
financing. costs.. . By. extending. its. superior. credit. rating. to. its. suppliers,. P&G. intends. to. extend. its.
average. payable. period. (i.e.,. its. “days. payable. outstanding”). and. consequently. increase. the. cash.
available.on.its.balance.sheet.—.all.while.providing.P&G.suppliers.with.an.additional.source.of.lowZ
cost.financing....

For. the. program. to. succeed,. P&G.must. rely. on.banks. that. have. (1). a. large. international. footprint.
capable. of. financing. its. suppliers. across. the. globe;. (2). sophisticated. and. fully. automated. cash.
management.systems,.and.(3).a.large.balance.sheet.with.sufficient.capacity.to.take.on.the.additional.
credit.risk.of.P&G’s.suppliers.. .Large.U.S..banks.meet.all.three.of.these.criteria,.and.with.their.help,.
P&G.expects.to.be.better.able.to.manage.its.supply.chain.and.produce.its.products.more.efficiently..
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Debt!&!Equity!Offerings!

Debt.and.equity.offerings.are. the. two.primary. instruments. that.companies.use. to. tap.capital.
markets.. . Debt. offerings. usually. consist. of. bonds. made. available. for. purchase. by. private.
investors,.while. equity.offerings. typically. involve. the. company. selling.ownership. stake. in. the.
company.through.common.or.preferred.stock...These.instruments.are.particularly.important.to.
large. businesses,. as. smaller. firms. tend. to. rely. on. bank. loans. for. financing. business. activities.
rather. than. capital. markets.. . In. the. survey,. 58. percent. of. CEOs. said. that. debt. and. equity.
offerings. provided. by. large. U.S.. banks. are. essential. to. their. companies’. operations,. and. an.
additional.23.percent.indicated.that.such.services.were.useful..

Cross;Border!Payments.

Large. U.S.. banks. also. facilitate. companies’. crossZborder. payments.—. including. tradeZrelated.
transactions,. corporate. capital. transactions,. payroll,. pension. disbursements,. and. expense.
reimbursements...Because.they.span.multiple.jurisdictions,.these.payments.are.often.subject.to.
a. multitude. of. fees,. exchange. rates,. and. regulations.. . By. offering. a. global. payment.
infrastructure,.large.U.S..banks.can.simplify.the.flow.of.crossZborder.payments,.which.benefits.
multinational.companies.that.must.navigate.a.complex.labyrinth.of.rules.and.regulations.across.
international. boundaries.. .Of. responding.CEOs,. 56.percent. stated. that. crossZborder.payment.
services. provided. by. large. U.S.. banks. are. essential. to. their. companies’. operations,. and. an.
additional.24.percent.indicated.that.these.services.are.useful..

Mergers!&!Acquisitions!Advice!

Large.U.S.. banks. often. provide. advice,. financial. assistance,. and. legal. guidance. to. large. firms.
that. are. considering. a. consolidation. with. another. company,. particularly. for. complicated.
mergers.and.acquisitions.(M&A).. .Large.banks.are.also.capable.of.providing.consultation.on.a.
full. range. of. M&AZrelated. transactions,. including. leveraged. buyouts,. joint. ventures,. raid.

Expanding!Manufacturing!Reach!

Navistar. is. a. $13. billion. leading. manufacturer. of. commercial. trucks,. buses,. defense. vehicles. and.
engines.. . In. 2005,.Navistar.was. interested. in. expanding. its. engine.operations. to. Brazil. in. order. to.
better.meet.customer.needs.for.small.pickup.truck.and.other.engines.. .Navistar.decided.to.acquire.
an. existing. engine.manufacturer. in. Brazil. (MWM. International). and. relied.on. a. large. U.S.. bank. to.
facilitate. the. acquisition.. . The.bank.provided.Navistar.with.several. critical. services,. including.M&A.
advisory. services. and. general. advice. regarding. doing. business. in. Brazil;. locking. in. currency.
conversion.rates.to.avoid.potential.costly.fluctuations;.and.executing.timely.cash.transfers.from.the.
U.S..to.Brazil.—.all.while.ensuring.that.relevant.banking.requirements.were.followed...Since.investing.
in.this.$230.million.acquisition,.Navistar.estimates.the.deal.has.generated.an.average.of.at.least.$750.
million. annually. in. revenues.. . Moreover,. the. company. estimates. that. its. Brazilian. expansion.
promoted.several.hundred.million.dollars.in.foreign.direct.investment.and.generated.numerous.jobs..
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defenses,. spinZoffs,. divestitures,. and. other. restructurings.. . Globally. engaged.U.S.. businesses,.
including. Business. Roundtable. companies,. sometimes. pursue. these. transactions. in. order. to.
improve.their.market.share.or.expand.to.new.markets,.and.in.these.cases.M&A.advice.can.be.
critical. to. the. success. of. these. transactions.. . Of. the. CEOs.who. responded. to. the. survey,. 34.
percent.reported.that.M&A.advice.provided.by.large.U.S..banks.is.essential.to.their.companies’.
operations,.while.an.additional.45.percent.said.that.this.advice.is.useful..

Large!Loans!

While. all. banks. have. lending. capabilities,. larger. institutions. tend. to. offer. greater. lending.
capacity.. .This.characteristic. is.particularly. important.to.multinational.companies,.which.often.
require. access. to. vast. quantities. of. capital. in. order. to. remain. competitive. in. a. global.
marketplace.. . While. many. large. companies. rely. on. capital. markets. (i.e.,. debt. and. equity.
offerings). to. finance. major. investments,. companies. that. prefer. to. borrow. money. using. a.
traditional. loan.agreement. can. reduce. the.number.of. individual. loans.and.banks. involved.by.
borrowing. from. a. large. U.S.. bank.—. thereby. reducing. borrowing. and. transaction. costs. and.
increasing.efficiency...In.addition.to.financing.investments,.large.companies.may.also.take.out.a.
large. loan. to. improve. liquidity. and/or.maintain. lines. of. credit.. . In. the. survey,. 44. percent. of.
responding. CEOs. stated. that. the. availability. of. large. loans. provided. by. large. U.S.. banks. is.
essential. to. their. companies’. operations,. and. an. additional. 34. percent. indicated. that. the.
availability.of.this.service.is.useful...

Maintaining!Liquidity!to!Operate!Globally!

Honeywell! International. is.a.$38.billion.diversified. technology.and.manufacturing.company.whose.
products.are.targeted.at.improving.energy.efficiency;.increasing.clean.energy.generation;.enhancing.
safety,.security,.and.customer.productivity;.and.promoting.globalization...Given.Honeywell’s.size.and.
global. scope.—. it. employs. over. 130,000.people.and. conducts.business. in. over. 100. countries.—. it.
relies. on. large. U.S.. banks. for. a. variety. of. services,. including. cash.management,. foreign. exchange,.
M&A.advice,.and.countryZspecific.knowledge.of.local.economies.and.regulations..

A. key. driver. of. Honeywell’s. success. is. its. ability. to. generate,. mobilize,. and. deploy. cash. while.
maintaining. liquidity. to. fund.business.operations.. .A.major.source.of. this. liquidity. is.bank.credit.—.
specifically,.a.five.year,.$3.billion.bank.credit.facility.spearheaded.by.two.large.U.S..banks...These.two.
banks. have. significant. expertise. in. bank. credit. markets,. and. their. knowledge. and. lending. terms.
enabled.Honeywell.to.obtain.this.credit.line.(which.is.provided.by.a.total.of.29.banks,.with.the.two.
large. U.S.. banks. provided. 7.5. percent. each). at. attractive. pricing. with. no. financial. covenants...
Honeywell. uses. the. bank. credit. to. backstop. its. issuance. of. commercial. paper,. through.which. the.
company. funds. its. business.operations. at. low. interest. rates. (0.1.–.0.4. percent).. . In. this.way,. large.
U.S..banks.improve.the.costZeffectiveness.of.Honeywell’s.operations.around.the.world..
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Figure'5:'BRT'Member'Companies’'Use'of'Large'U.S.'Banks'Products'&'Services

Financial'Product'or'Service
Essential'to'
Operations'

(%)

Useful to'
Operations'

(%)

Essential'+'Useful to'
Operations'

(%)

Cash'Management 64.7 23.5 88.2

Foreign'Exchange 56.3 26.1 82.4

Debt &'Equity 58.0 22.7 80.7

CrossQBorder'Payments 56.3 24.4 80.7

Mergers'&'Acquisitions 33.6 44.5 78.2

Access to'Foreign'Markets 47.1 30.3 77.3

Large'Loans 43.7 33.6 77.3

Swaps'&'Derivatives 40.3 30.3 70.6

Trade'Finance 17.6 30.3 47.9

Source:'Business'Roundtable'Survey'on'Regulations'(2013)
Responses:'n'='119

! !
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Swaps&&&Derivatives&

Swaps.are.contracts.to.exchange.cash.flows.on.a.specified.future.date.based.on.the.underlying.

value.of.foreign.exchange.and.interest.rates,.commodity.prices,.or.equity.prices...Accordingly,.

common. types.of. swaps. include. currency. swaps,. interest. rate. swaps,. commodity. swaps,. and.

equity.swaps...Derivatives.are.financial.instruments.whose.value.is.tied.to.an.underlying.asset,.

such.as.a.stock,.bond,.commodity,.currency,.or.market.index...Derivatives.are.commonly.used.

to.manage.risk.and.speculate.on.expected.changes.in.the.direction.of.underlying.prices...Large.

businesses. rely.on. swaps.and.derivatives. for. a. variety.of.purposes,. including.hedging.against.

interest. rate,. commodity. price,. and. exchange. rate. fluctuations,. coordinating. international.

payments,. and.managing. pension. fund. obligations.. . In. the. survey,. 40. percent. of. responding.

CEOs. said. that. swaps. and. derivatives. provided. by. large. U.S.. banks. are. essential. to. their.

companies’.operations,.while.an.additional.30.percent.indicated.that.these.products.are.useful..

Access&to&Foreign&Markets&

Foreign. markets. are. growing. significantly. faster. than. the. U.S.. market,. and. as. a. result,. U.S..

companies. are. increasingly. looking. to. expand. and. diversify. into. global. markets.
8
. . In. part.

because.of.their.wide.geographic.scope,.large.banks.can.offer.insight.into.international.markets.

and.help.execute.companies’.global.growth.strategies...Large.banks.are.also.well.positioned.to.

help.companies.raise.capital.to.expand.their.international.presence...In.the.survey,.47.percent.

of. CEOs. stated. that. large.U.S.. banks’. capacity. to. access. foreign.markets. is. essential. to. their.

companies’.operations,.and.an.additional.30.percent.reported.that.this.capacity.is.useful.&

Trade&Finance.

Trade.finance.refers.to.a.suite.of.tradeOrelated.banking.activities.—.including.lending,.letters.of.

credit,. factoring,.export.credit,.and. insurance.—.which.help.multinational.companies.manage.

the.risk.of.conducting.business.internationally...For.example,.trade.finance.services.allow.banks.

to. extend. credit. to. a. company’s. suppliers. at. rates. based. on. the. company’s. cost. of. funding.

rather. than.that.of.each.supplier.—.an. important. feature. for.businesses. that.maintain.global.

supply. chains.. . In. the. survey,. 18. percent. of. responding. CEOs. reported. that. trade. finance.

services. provided. by. large. U.S.. banks. are. essential. to. their. companies’. operations,. and. an.

additional.30.percent.indicated.that.these.activities.are.useful..

Summary&

The.survey.results.demonstrate.that.the.products.and.services.offered.by.large.U.S..banks.are.

essential. to. the.operations.of. globally. engaged.U.S.. companies,. such.as.Business.Roundtable.

members.. . While. not. every. service. is. essential. to. every. respondent,. most. services. are.

considered.essential.or.useful.by.a.strong.majority...In.short,.large.U.S..banks.are.a.key.provider.
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Figure'6:'Historical'&'Projected'World'Population'
Billion&People
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Source:'Atsmon,'Yuval'et'al.'(2012).''“Winning'the'$30'Trillion'Decathlon:'Going'for'Gold'in'Emerging'Markets.”''McKinsey'Quarterly.''
August'2012.
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Figure'7:'World'GDP'Based'on'Purchasing7Power7Parity'of'
Country'GDP (Trillion'U.S.'Dollars)
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of.myriad.financial.services.that.American.businesses.consider.essential,.particularly.for.those.

companies.whose.business.activities.span.the.globe..

V." The"Increasing"Importance"of"Large"U.S"Banks"in"the"Future"

While.U.S..markets.will. continue. to.be. critical. to. globally. engaged.U.S.. companies,. the. rapid.

growth.in.foreign.markets.is.a.persistent.and.ongoing.trend.that.will.increase.the.importance.of.

large.U.S..banks...Between.1991.and.2011,.U.S..annual.GDP.growth.averaged.approximately.2.4.

percent,. slower. than. average. global. growth. of. 3.4. percent,. and. substantially. slower. than.

growth. in. India. (6.6.percent),.China. (10.4.percent),. and.developing.countries.as.a.whole. (5.0.

percent).
9
. . Accordingly,. since. 2001,. the.

U.S.. share. of.world.GDP. has. fallen. from.

about.oneOthird.to.just.over.oneOfifth.
10
..

These. global. market. shifts. are. a.

reflection. of. wealth. gains. in. the. rest. of.

the. world,. particularly. in. emerging.

markets.. . In.1990,.only.about.one.in.five.

people. in. the. world. earned. enough.

money. to. be. considered. part. of. the.

global. “consuming. class”. (i.e.,. people.

who.earn.at. least.$10.per.day).
11
. .Yet.by.

2025,. the. McKinsey. Global. Institute.

estimates. that.more. than.half.of. the.world’s.population.will. achieve. this. status,.marking. the.

first. time. in. history. that. the. number. of. global. consumers. will. exceed. the. number. of.

impoverished. individuals.
12
. . Further,.McKinsey. estimates. that. emerging.markets.will. account.

for. nearly. half. of. the. world’s. annual. consumption. by. 2025,. up. from. 32. percent. in. 2010.
13
..

Already,. emergingOmarkets. are. showing. rapid. growth. in. demand. for. certain. products. (e.g.,.

household. appliances. and. electronics),
14
.

and. China. has. already. overtaken. the.

United. States. as. the. world’s. largest.

market. for. automobiles.
15
. . Even. under.

pessimistic. global. growth. scenarios,.

emerging. markets. are. likely. to.

significantly. outperform. developed.

economies.for.decades.to.come.
16
.

These. trends.suggest. that. the.success.of.

globally. engaged. U.S.. companies.

increasingly. hinges. on. the. global.
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marketplace.as.a.source.of.new.customers...U.S..exports,.having.already.doubled.over.the.last.

ten.years,.will.become.even.more.critical.to.U.S..economic.growth.
17
..Indeed,.company.financial.

data.reflects.the.growing.importance.of.international.revenue.sources...A.2012.survey.of.large,.

globally. engaged. companies. found. that. on. average,. nonOU.S.. revenue. growth. exceeded.U.S..

revenue.growth.by.approximately.five.percentage.points.in.both.2010.and.2011.
18
...

To. fully. capitalize. on. these. trends,. globally. engaged. U.S.. companies. will. need. to. align. their.

business. strategies. and. target. international. markets.. . As. demonstrated. by. Business.

Roundtable’s.recent.survey.of. its.members,.the.services,.expertise,.and.geographic.scope.and.

scale. provided. by. large. U.S.. banks. will. be. critical. to. the. success. of. these. efforts.. . Through.

effective. partnerships. with. these. banks,. Business. Roundtable.member. companies. and. other.

large.U.S..businesses.can.access.and.thrive.in.global.markets...Such.partnerships.will.also.have.

strong.positive.impacts.on.the.U.S..economy,.as.Business.Roundtable.members.understand.that.

in.today’s. interconnected.world,.consumption.abroad.translates. into.business.activity.and.job.

creation.back.home...

VI." Conclusion"

As.major.endOusers.of.the.services.provided.by.large.U.S..banks,.Business.Roundtable.CEOs.are.

uniquely. qualified. to. identify. the.benefits. that. banking. services. can.bring. to.U.S.. businesses...

Based.upon.a.recent.survey.of.the.organization’s.members,.98.percent.of.Business.Roundtable.

CEOs.report.that.they.rely.on. large,.globally.active.U.S..banks.to.provide.unique.and.valuable.

services.that.are.critical.to.the.success.of.their.companies...The.CEOs.report.that.some.benefits.

flow.directly. from.specific.product.offerings. (lending,. capital. raising.efforts,. foreign.exchange.

services,. etc.),. but. that. other. important. benefits. flow. from. the. intangibles. that. large. banks.

provide.—.including.links.to.local.business.networks,.a.ubiquitous.financial.infrastructure,.and.

the.ability. to. serve.as. a. “oneOstop. shop”. for. financial. service.needs.. . Furthermore,. given. the.

projected. trends. in. international. commerce,. it. is. likely. that. large. U.S.. banks. will. play. an.

increasingly. important.role. in.the.success.of.globally.engaged.U.S..companies. in.the.future.as.

they.pursue.growing.business.opportunities.around.the.world..

.

" "
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Appendix:"Additional"Banking"Anecdotes"from"BRT"Member"Companies"

Business. Roundtable. received. several. additional. anecdotes. from. its. member. companies. in.

addition.to.the.three.anecdotes.included.in.Section.IV...These.additional.anecdotes,.which.are.

presented. below,. further. illustrate. the. benefits. that. BRT. companies. gain. from. the. services.

provided.by.large,.globally.engaged.U.S..banks....

Undertaking+a+Spin.Off+

A."O."Smith"Corporation.is.a.leading.manufacturer.of.residential.and.commercial.water.heating.

equipment. and. specializes. in. energy. efficiency. technology.. . The. company. employs. nearly.

11,000.people,. and. it. conducts. business. in. over. 60. countries. to. produce. annual. revenues.of.

approximately.$2.billion.. . Several.years.ago,.A..O..Smith.sold.a.major.portion.of. its.business,.

including. a. successful. China. operation.. . This. sale. generated. a. significant. amount. of. cash. in.

China,.which.the.company.has.invested.in.bank.deposits...A..O..Smith’s.banking.partners,.which.

include. a. large. U.S.. bank,. have. helped. the. company. navigate. China’s. complex. banking.

landscape.and.diversify. its. investments.. . In. this.way,.A..O..Smith.has.benefitted. from.a. large.

U.S.. bank’s. access. to. global. markets. and. expertise. in. diversification,. which. has. enabled. the.

company. to.make.prudent. investments. that.minimize. risk. and. improve. its. longOterm.growth.

potential..

Expanding+Operations+

Cardinal" Health. is. a. $101. billion. health. care. services. company. that. improves. the. costO

effectiveness. of. health. care.. . As. the. business. behind. health. care,. Cardinal. Health. helps.

pharmacies,. hospitals,. ambulatory. surgery. centers,. clinical. laboratories,. and. physician. offices.

focus. on. patient. care. while. reducing. costs,. enhancing. efficiency,. and. improving. quality...

Consistent. with. its. goal. of. expanding. its. presence. in. alternate. sites. of. care,. Cardinal. Health.

recently.acquired.AssuraMed,.a.provider.of.medical.supplies.to.inOhome.patients,.for.$2.billion...

To.facilitate.this.acquisition,.Cardinal.Health.turned.to.a.large.U.S..bank.for.a.variety.of.services,.

including.(1).M&A.advice,. (2).sole.underwriting.for.a.$1.3.billion.unsecured.bridge.term.loan,.

(3). joint.underwriting. for. a. similarlyOsized.multiOtranche.public.unsecured.notes.offering,. and.

(4). executing. interest. rate. derivative. trading. to. manage. risk.. . Due. to. the. U.S.. bank’s. large.

balance.sheet.and.strong.technical.expertise.across.multiple.product.areas,.Cardinal.Health.was.

able. to. quickly. complete. the. acquisition. and. establish. a. platform. for. a. key. strategic. priority...

The.speed.with.which.the.transaction.was.completed.was.a.direct.result.of.the.bank’s.capacity.

and.expertise.and.helped.reduce.the.overall.costs.of.the.acquisition....

Moving. forward,.Cardinal.Health.expects. the.deal. to.allow. it. to.serve.the.growing.number.of.

Americans.treated.in.home.settings,.which.will.be.increasingly.important.as.the.delivery.of.care.
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continues.to.move.to.more.costOeffective.locations...In.addition.to.broadening.Cardinal.Heath's.

reach.into.the.home,.AssuraMed's.products.for.patients.with.chronic.diseases.and.small.parcel.

logistics.significantly.enhances.Cardinal.Health's.ability.to.service.its.customers.across.the.broad.

ambulatory. care. channel.—. including. care. sites. such. as. physician. offices,. and. in. support. of.

home. health. agencies.. . The. AssuraMed. purchase. allows. Cardinal. Health. to. provide. a. more.

comprehensive. solution. for. integrated. delivery. networks,. retail. pharmacies. and. medical.

equipment.providers.who.are.currently.serving.patients.in.home.settings...AssuraMed.creates.

additional. value. for. patients. through. its. medical. billing. expertise. via. a. broad. array. of.

relationships.with.commercial.and.government.payers..

Expanding+Markets+and+Creating+Jobs+

Eastman"Chemical. is. a. $9.1.billion. global. specialty. chemical. company. that. produces. a. broad.

range.of.advanced.materials,.additives.and.functional.products,.specialty.chemicals,.and.fibers...

Eastman,. which. is. headquartered. in. Tennessee,. employs. approximately. 13,500. people.

worldwide.and.has.customers.in.over.100.countries...In.2012,.Eastman.acquired.Solutia.Inc..for.

$4.7.billion.to.expand. its.geographic.reach. in.emerging.markets.and.establish.a.more.diverse.

and.sustainable.product.portfolio...The.success.of.this.acquisition.depended.on.the.support.of.

its.banking.partners,.including.several.large,.globally.engaged.U.S..banks...These.banks.provided.

a.variety.of.services.to.facilitate.the.deal,. including.interest.rate.risk.mitigation.support,.bond.

financing,.undrawn.bridge. loans,.and.term.loans.. .These.services,.along.with.the.unparalleled.

market. insights. provided. by. its. large. U.S.. banking. partners,. helped. Eastman. minimize.

borrowing.costs,.optimize.bond.issuance.timing,.and.obtain.the.necessary.liquidity.to.complete.

the.transaction....

As. a. result. of. acquiring. Solutia,. Eastman. is. on. track. to. reduce. costs. by. over. $100. million.

through.eliminating.duplication.while.also. improving. the.operational.efficiency.of. the.Solutia.

legacy.plants. and. reducing. scrap.waste.. . Eastman.will. also. invest. $1.6.billion. in. a. Tennessee.

economic.development.project.and.add.300.local.jobs;.the.confidence.to.invest.this.capital.and.

create.these.jobs.was.in.part.due.to.Eastman’s.strategic.relationships.with.its.banks..

Financing+a+Major+Acquisition+

FreeportLMcMoRan" Copper"&"Gold. (FCX). is. a. 35,000Oemployee,. U.S.Obased. natural. resource.

company.that.operates.large,.geographically.diverse.assets.in.the.metals,.minerals,.and.energy.

industries...The.company’s.assets,.which.are.located.in.the.United.States.and.around.the.world,.

include.copper,.gold,.molybdenum,.and.cobalt.mines,.as.well.as.oil.and.natural.gas.plays.. . In.

2007,. FCX. acquired. Phelps. Dodge. Corporation,. a. $26. billion. acquisition. that. required. $17.5.

billion. in. financing,. which. at. the. time. represented. the. secondOlargest. nonOinvestment. grade.

acquisition.financing.in.history...In.completing.this.major.acquisition,.it.was.important.to.obtain.
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financing.commitments.for.the.entire.$17.5.billion.quickly.and.confidentially.so.that.FCX.could.

close. on. the. transaction. while. conditions. in. the. financial. markets. remained. favorable. and.

before.other.suitors.emerged.. .To.accomplish. this,.FCX.used.two. large,.globally.engaged.U.S..

banks.to.fully.underwrite.the.deal,.which.included.$11.5.billion.in.senior.secured.credit.facilities.

and. $6. billion. in. bridge. financing.. .With. the. help. of. these. banks,. the. deal.was. a. resounding.

success. and. FCX. obtained. greater. geographic. and. operational. diversity,. improved. its. credit.

rating,.and.repaid.its.outstanding.loans.2–3.years.ahead.of.schedule...Ultimately,.FCX.became.a.

much. larger. and. more. diverse. company. and. was. able. to. expand. aggressively. in. the. U.S..

southwest. as.well. as.overseas,.which.has. contributed. to. significant. growth. in. the. company’s.

domestic.and.international.workforce..

Providing+Financing+to+Suppliers+

Macy’s.is.a.large.U.S..retailer.that.operates.over.800.stores.in.45.states,.employs.over.175,000.

people,.and.has.annual.sales.revenue.in.excess.of.$27.billion.. .Macy’s.sells.both.branded.and.

privateObranded. merchandise,. of. which. the. latter. is. secured. through. the. company’s. large.

network.of.international.buying.and.quality.control.offices...Macy's.has.implemented.a.supply.

chain. financing. program,. which. provides. access. to. working. capital. loans. against. approved.

invoices.based.on.Macy’s. strong. credit. profile. and. longOstanding. relationship.with. two. large,.

globally.engaged.U.S..banks,.as.well.as.a.third.globally.engaged.bank.that. is.based.outside.of.

the. U.S.. . To.make. the. program.work. effectively,.Macy’s. requires. disbursement. and. lending.

services.from.global.banking.partners.with.branches.in.the.same.countries.and.communities.as.

its.suppliers.. .The.financing.program.provides.Macy’s.suppliers.with.a.reliable.lowOcost.capital.

financing.alternative,.which.ultimately.creates.a.stronger.supply.chain..

"

+ +
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